This is the preprint version, to read the final version please go to IEEE Transactions on Geoscience and Remote Sensing on IEEE Xplore. Building footprint maps are vital to many remote sensing applications, such as 3D building modeling, urban planning, and disaster management. Due to the complexity of buildings, the accurate and reliable generation of the building footprint from remote sensing imagery is still a challenging task. In this work, an end-to-end building footprint generation approach that integrates convolution neural network (CNN) and graph model is proposed. CNN serves as the feature extractor, while the graph model can take spatial correlation into consideration. Moreover, we propose to implement the feature pairwise conditional random field (FPCRF) as a graph model to preserve sharp boundaries and fine-grained segmentation. Experiments are conducted on four different datasets: (1) Planetscope satellite imagery of the cities of Munich, Paris, Rome, and Zurich;
I. INTRODUCTION
Building footprint generation is an active field of research with the domain of remote sensing (RS). The established building footprint maps are useful to understand urban dynamics in many important applications, and also facilitate the assessment of the extent of damages after natural disasters such as earthquakes. OpenStreetMap (OSM) can provide manually annotated building footprint information for some urban areas, however, it is not always available in many parts of the world. Therefore, high-resolution RS imagery, which covers global areas and contains huge potential for meaningful ground information extraction, is a reliable source of data for building footprint generation. However, automatic building footprint generation from high-resolution RS imagery is still difficult because of variations in the appearance of buildings, complicated background interference, shooting angle, shadows, and illumination conditions. Moreover, buildings and the other impervious objects in urban areas have similar spectral and spatial characteristics.
Early studies of automatic building footprint generation from high resolution RS imagery rely on regular shape and line segments of buildings to recognize buildings. Line segments of the building are first detected and extracted by edge drawing lines (EDLines) [1] , and then hierarchically grouped into candidate rectangular buildings by a graph search-based perceptual grouping approach in [2] . Some studies also propose some building indices to identify the presence of a building. The morphological building index (MBI) [3] , which takes the characteristics of buildings into consideration by integrating multiscale and multidirectional morphological operators, can be implemented to extract buildings automatically. The most widely used approaches are classification-based approaches, which make use of spectral information, structural information, and context information. The pixel shape index (PSI) [4] , a shape feature measuring the gray similarity distance in each direction, is integrated with spectral features to extract buildings by using a support vector machine. However, the main problem with these algorithms is that multiple features need to be engineered for the proper classifier, which may consume too much computational resources and thus preclude large scale applications.
Based on learning data representations, deep learning is the state-of-the-art method for many big data analysis applications [ convolutional neural networks (CNN), which is an artificial neural network based on multiple processing layers, have been extensively employed in many computer vision tasks [9] [10] . A major advantage of CNN is its independence from prior knowledge and hand-crafted features, which has supported its more powerful generalization capability. CNN is superior to other approaches with respect to accuracy and efficiency. In particular, many CNN models have been proposed and applied in semantic segmentation with quite promising results, such as the fully convolutional network (FCN) [11] , U-Net [12] SegNet [13] , ResNet [14] , ENet [15] , DenseNet [16] , PSPNet [17] , and DeepLabv3+ [18] . Recently, the generative adversarial network (GAN) [19] has shown the potential in solving such problems.
In fact, the task of building footprint generation belongs to the branch of semantic segmentation in computer vision. In the RS community, recent research has also made an effort to improve building footprint generation through the application of the aforementioned CNN models. In order to perform building segmentation, a multi-constraint fully convolution network (MCFCN) model is proposed in [20] , which consists of a FCN architecture and multi-constraints. In [21] , a modified and extended architecture of both ResNet and U-Net, named Res-U-Net, is proposed to improve the accuracy of building segmentation results from RS imagery. A comparatively simple and memory-efficient model, SegNet, is used for a multi-task (a shared representation for boundary and segmentation prediction) learning for building footprint generation in [22] . A conditional GAN called cwGAN-gp [23] , whose loss function is derived from the Wasserstein distance and an added gradient penalty term, is proposed to improve the building footprint generation results.
However, there are usually non-sharp boundaries and visually degraded results in CNN-based semantic segmentation tasks, which results from the inherent invariant to spatial transformations of CNN architectures. In this case, the common approach to improving the accuracy of pixel-level segmentation is to adopt a graph model such as conditional random field (CRF) as a post-processing step. Fully connected CRF [24] is applied to accurately localize segment boundaries and assign the most probable label to each pixel after the training based on FCN in [25] . In this case, the CRF inference is used as a post-processing step, which is not integrated with the training of the CNN. In this research, we propose an accurate and reliable building footprint generation framework, which makes three contributions:
(1) Since each existing CNN model also has its own limitations, achieving more accurate segmentation results is still critical for automatic building footprint generation. The use of a graph model enables the combination of low-level image information such as the interactions between pixels, which is especially important for capturing fine local details. Therefore, in order to achieve more accurate segmentation results, we propose to combine CNN and a graph model in an end-to-end framework for building footprint generation, which has not been adequately addressed in the current literature.
(2) In addition, it should be noted that, in this research, we propose a graph model called feature pairwise conditional random field (FPCRF) to be exploited in the building footprint generation framework. Specifically, we design a pairwise potential term with localized constraints in CRF. This term combines feature kernels extracted from CNN, which allows more complete feature learning than other traditional graph models. Moreover, the localized processing facilitates the efficient message passing operation.
(3) Recently, there has been some development of deep learning methods in the computer vision community that seek to enhance the results of semantic segmentation; this development offers the RS community an opportunity to investigate the application of building footprint generation using deep learning methods. However, there is still a lack of a comprehensive investigation into the state-of-the-art CNN models in the tasks of automated building footprint generation from remote sensing imagery. With the aim of better understanding the usability and generalization ability of the state-of-the-art approaches, we compare and analyze the performances and characteristics of different CNN models for building footprint generation.
This research is organized as follows. In Section II, a brief review of related works is presented. Then, the proposed framework is introduced in Section III, followed by experiments in Section IV and results in Section V. Next, a discussion is provided in Section VI, leading to conclusions in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK

A. Semantic Segmentation
Deep learning methods have been commonly used in the field of computer vision, from coarse to fine inference. Classification is the coarse inference, which makes a prediction for a whole input. Semantic segmentation is the fine-grained inference, which assigns a label to each pixel. CNN can learn an enhanced feature representation end-to-end for solving the semantic segmentation problems. FCN or encoder-decoder based architectures have been successfully implemented to produce spatially explicit label maps efficiently.
FCN is a forerunner of semantic segmentation, which transforms popular classification models to fully convolutional ones, and replaces the fully-connected layers with transposed convolutions to solve pixel labelling problems. Apart from the FCN architecture, the performance of other variants such as encoder-decoder based architectures is also remarkable. The spatial dimension has been gradually reduced with pooling layers in the encoder, while the local detail and spatial dimension are recovered in the decoder. Moreover, there are skip connections from encoder to decoder in U-Net, which makes the compensation from low-level details to high-level semantic information. In SegNet, the max-pooling indices are reused in the decoding process, which results in a substantial reduction of the number of parameters. ResNet-DUC [26] is similar to U-Net, but uses a ResNet block instead of a normal block. In the ResNet block, the layers are reformulated as learning residual functions of the input layer, which is easier to optimize [14] . ENet consists of a large encoder and a small decoder, where the large encoder can be operated on smaller resolution data and contributes to efficient information processing. The potential of GAN is also investigated in the semantic segmentation domain. GAN comprises of two networks: a discriminator and a generator. The discriminator learns the boundary between classes, while the generator learns the distribution of individual classes. The two networks play a two-player min-max game to optimize both of their objective functions. The PSPNet is a typical example of the multi-scale processing network, which first generates a feature map from a feature extraction network (ResNet, DenseNet, etc.), and then utilizes a pyramid pooling module to combine multi-scale feature maps. DeepLab [27] is a state-of-the-art semantic segmentation model, which now already have 4 versions with different improvements over time: DeepLab V1, DeepLab V2, DeepLab V3 and DeepLab V3+. Both DeepLab V1 and DeepLab V2 use CRF as a postprocessing step, where the prediction could be refined both qualitatively and quantitatively. DeepLabv3 improve over previous DeepLab versions without CRF post-processing. This is due to the fact that a better way is designed to encode multi-scale context in its network architectures. DeepLabv3 is a network that does multi-scale processing, and by using altrous convolution it can achieve satisfactory results without increasing the number of parameters. The DeepLabv3+ model is a quick extension of DeepLabv3 that proposes to add an intermediate decoder module to the DeepLabv3, could recover object boundaries better. Currently, FC-DenseNet has shown superior results on terrestrial scene interpretation tasks. FC-DenseNet extends the DenseNet architecture to fully convolutional networks in pixellevel labeling tasks. In the DenseNet block, all preceding features are taken as input, and then its output features are transferred to all subsequent layers [16] . Through this feature reuse, the potential of the network can be utilized to improve the ease of training and parameter efficiency.
The development of CNN has rapidly improved the performance of semantic segmentation algorithms, which has elicited an increasing interest in the RS domain. Many research works have transferred these common CNN models and adapted them for RS imagery, which has already achieved good performance [28] . An efficient multi-scale approach is implemented for CNN in [29] , leveraging both a large spatial context and high resolution data to allow better semantic segmentation results. In [30] , a multi-task learning method for semantic segmentation is proposed that learns the semantic class likelihoods and semantic boundaries across classes by CNN simultaneously. The spatial relation and channel relation modules are combined with CNN in [31] , which has achieved competitive semantic segmentation results.
B. CNN for Building Footprint Generation
In RS domain, semantic segmentation is often referred to in numerous applications, such as change detection [32] , landcover classification [33] , road extraction [34] , and building footprint generation [35] and etc. Since the building is an important object among various terrestrial targets in RS imagery, the task of building footprint generation has been heavily studied in the RS community.
One of the CNN models commonly used for building footprint generation is FCN, which has showed superiority in accuracy as well as computational time. When applied with RS data, FCN is usually adapted. In [36] , a multiscale neuron module is designed in FCN, which is able to provide fine-grained building footprint maps. A multilayer perceptron (MLP) network is derived on top of the base FCN in [37] , which extracts intermediate features from the base FCN to provide finer results. In [38] , three parallel FCNs are first implemented to combine different data sources, and then merged at a late stage to automatically generate a more accurate building footprint map. A variant of FCN, which introduces an additional higher resolution skip connection, is adopted in [24] in order to preserve consistently improved results. The proposed method in [39] employs a similar strategy by adding skip connections, which can minimize information loss from downsampling.
Apart from FCN, other encoder-decoder based architectures such as SegNet is also preferred in building footprint generation, because its memory requirements are significantly lower then FCN's. In this regard, larger scale problems can be solved in parallel more efficiently at the inference stage. In [40] , the building footprints across the entire continental United States are generated by SegNet with better fulfillment of the quality and computational time requirements. However, SegNet has a low edge accuracy, since it only uses a part of the layers to generate predicted output. Another encoder-decoder based architecture, U-Net, which combines both the low and high layers, is widely exploited to generate building footprint maps with their edges preserved. A Siamese U-Net [41] , where original images and their down-sampled counterparts are taken into the network separately, is proposed to improve the final results, especially for large buildings. Currently, some newly proposed networks, such as FC-DenseNet and GAN, have also demonstrated promising performances in building footprint generation. In [42] , a generator using FC-DenseNet and an adversarial discriminator are jointly trained for the building footprint generation from RS imagery.
C. Graph Model
Exploiting CNN for semantic segmentation tasks is still a significant challenge. The convolutional layer of CNN is a weights sharing architecture. Hence, shift invariant and spatial invariant characteristics limit spatial accuracy for segmentation tasks [43] . The convolution filters with large receptive fields and max-pooling layers in CNN also lead to coarse segmentation output, such as a non-sharp boundary and bloblike shapes [44] . Moreover, CNN fails to refine local details without taking the interactions between pixels into consideration. Graph models enable modeling of interactions between pixels, which can integrate more elaborate terms to preserve the sharp boundary. Therefore, graph models can be utilized to enhance the semantic segmentation results from CNN, which has the ability to capture fine-grained details.
A graph model is a probabilistic model that encodes a distribution based on a graph-based representation. In a graph model, conditional dependencies are expressed between ran-dom variables. There are two categories of graphical representations of distributions, Bayesian networks and Markov random field (MRF), which are distinguished by their encoded set of independence and induced factorization of the distribution. In the Bayesian networks, the network structure of the model is based on a directed acyclic graph, where the joint distribution is represented as a product of conditional distributions. MRF is an undirected graph, which is described by random variables with a Markov property. In the Markov property, only the present state contributes to the conditional probability distribution of future states of the process. CRF is a notable variant of MRF, in which each random variable is conditioned upon some global observations. FullCRF [44] is a notable example of CRF, which is regarded as a recurrent neural network (RNN) that forms a part of a deep network for end-to-end training. However, FullCRF is based on a complex data structure and does not allow efficient GPU computation. Recently, there are some researches focused on the improvement of CRF. The work in [45] proposes to use bilateral convolution layers (BCL) built inside CNN architectures for efficient CRF inference, where the receptive field of filters could change. ConvCRF [46] is a recently proposed CRF algorithm that adds a conditional independence assumption to supplement FullCRF, and such an adjustment reduces the complexity of the pairwise potential. A recent example is Pixel-adaptive convolution (PAC)-CRF [47] , propose a pixeladaptive convolution (PAC) for efficient inference of CRF to alleviate the computation, whose filter weights depends on a spatially varying kernel utilizing local pixel features.
Some researchers have tried to implement both CNN models and graph models for building footprint generation. The results have shown that combining graph models and CNN models can lead to better results, especially along the boundaries of buildings [48] . In [49] , MRF is integrated as a post-processing stage after the training of CNN, which has ameliorated the final building footprint generation map. The CRF is exploited in [50] and [51] to smooth the final pixel labeling results from CNN, which can respect the edges present in the imagery. However, the graph models are exploited only as postprocessing steps in these studies. In [52] , the FullCRF is plugged in at the end of the FCN for end-to-end training, which has preserved sharp boundaries, but requires longer training time and greater efforts to find optimal parameters.
III. METHODOLOGY
In this section, the proposed building footprint generation framework is first described. Then, we introduce the proposed FPCRF, which has a designed pairwise potential term for complete feature learning and efficient computation. The experiment design for detailed investigation of FPCRF parameters is provided in Section IV.C.
A. The Proposed Building Footprint Generation Framework
The building footprint generation in our research is actually a semantic segmentation task in the computer vision field. Recently, CNN has achieved great success in semantic segmentation tasks, as it is able to learn a strong feature representation instead of hand-crafted features. However, there are also some problems with CNN models, such as limited spatial accuracy, non-sharp boundaries, and so on. Parallel with CNN models, graph models, which enable interactions between pixels to be modeled, have also been shown to be effective methods to improve semantic segmentation results. For example, sharp boundaries and fine-grained details can be preserved by graph models. In order to harness the strengths of both models, we propose to integrate CNN and a graph model in the framework of building footprint generation. However, it should be noted that although the results could be improved by simply including graph models after learning from CNN, an end-to-end training scheme that fully integrates the graph models with CNN is preferred in our research. The end-toend approach can provide more replicable and stable building footprint maps, especially for large scale applications. In this regard, we propose to utilize FPCRF as the graph model in the end-to-end framework, as it is superior to other graph models in terms of computation efficiency and completeness in feature learning.
In our proposed approach, CNN and FPCRF are integrated in an end-to-end framework, where the gradients are propagated through the entire pipeline. In this case, CNN and FPCRF can co-adapt and therefore produce the optimal output. Fig. 1 shows the overall architecture of the proposed approach. It has two major components: CNN and FPCRF. The output of the CNN consists of two parts. One output is the segmentation probability obtained from the last softmax layer of CNN, which predicts labels for pixels. This segmentation probability obtained from CNN is utilized as the unary potential [44] . The other output is extracted features from CNN, which encodes each pixel as a fixed-length vector representation (i.e. embedding). This feature embedding is used for pairwise potential calculation, which encourages assigning similar labels to pixels with similar properties. The FPCRF component is utilized as the graph model to complement the results obtained from CNN. FPCRF takes the patch of feature embedding and unary potential as input and models their spatial correlations. The final output from FPCRF is the marginal distribution of each pixel, which represents the different class label when the patch embedding is given.
B. Data Preprocessing
Since the ground truth of the building footprint is generated using OSM with different data sources from satellite images, the inconsistencies between datasets need to be resolved by the preprocessing steps, including coregistration and truncated signed distance labels.
(1) Coregistration: One inconsistency is the misalignment between OSM building footprints and satellite imagery, which is caused by different projections and accuracy levels from data sources. This misalignment leads to inaccurate training samples, which need to be corrected. In this regard, we make an assumption that after translation the building footprint from OSM will be aligned with satellite imagery content within a local neighborhood [53] . Between the building footprint and gradient magnitude of satellite imagery, a cross correlation is calculated, where the maximum of the cross-correlation corresponds to the estimated alignment location. In this regard, the offsets in both row and column direction can be derived, which are corresponding to the translation coefficients. An example of satellite imagery overlaid with the OSM building footprint is presented in Fig. 2 (a) . There are noticeable misalignments between the building footprint and the satellite imagery. The local neighborhood size is selected as 7. Fig. 2 (b) illustrates the coregistration result.
(2) Truncated signed distance label: In order to incorporate both semantic information and geometric properties of the buildings during training [22] , the distances from pixels to the boundaries of buildings are extracted as output representations. In our experiment, the signed distance from a pixel to its closest point on the boundary is calculated with positive values indicating building interior and negative indicating building exterior. Then we truncate the distance at a given threshold to only incorporate the pixels closest to the border [22] . Finally, the distance values are categorized into a number of class labels [22] . The advantages of this truncated signed distance mask is that the location of the boundary and implicit geometric properties of each pixel can be captured. In addition, different buildings can be distinguished based on their between-distance and labels. Given that J is the set of pixels on the object boundary and L l is the set of pixels with class label l, the truncated distance D(i) for every pixel i is calculated as
, with d eu (i, j) being the Euclidean distance between pixels i and j and T is the truncated threshold. The sign function δ p is used to weight the pixel distances to represent whether the pixels are inside or outside the building masks. To facilitate training, the continuous distance values are then uniformly quantized.
In this research, we use 11 classes with the labels L = {0, 1, 2, ..., 10}. Class 5 represents the building boundary and when the class label is greater than 5, this pixel belongs to the building. Similarly, the non-building pixel has a class label smaller than 5. Fig. 3 illustrates the binary label and truncated signed-distance label of a building footprint, which are used in the network training. Based on the raw output (multiclass) from a trained network, we simply select a threshold to classify the class labels as a final binary building footprint result: a pixel is considered as building if l >= 5; otherwise it is considered as non-building when l < 5.
C. FPCRF
An image can be regarded as a graph, where every pixel is a vertex, and there are edges between each pair of pixels. FPCRF provides a probabilistic model for an image that is both local and modular.
In FPCRF, the joint probability for the random variables is implied as functions over cliques,
, where X is a field defined over a set of variables 
Gibbs distribution is a probability distribution that measures a system with a certain state as a function of that state's energy. Conditional random filed (CRF) explicitly gives a representation of the conditional independence between nodes of a graph. CRF and Gibbs distribution are proved to be equivalent with regard to the same graph from the Hammersley-Clifford theorem [54] , which indicates that when the Gibbs distribution is given, the conditional independence specified by the corresponding CRF will be satisfied by all of the Gibbs joint probability distributions. Therefore, the Gibbs distribution characterized by FPCRF can thus be expressed as
In order to take (1) the interactions between pixels, and (2) the approximation inference into consideration during learning, the Gibbs energy is expressed as
, and i and j range from 1 to N . The term ψ u (x i | I) is the unary potential, which is independent for each pixel. Unary potential is a distribution over the label assignment x i from the classifier. The term ψ p (x i , x j | I) is a pairwise potential function that is determined based on the compatibility among pairs of pixels. This pairwise potential term can overcome the drawbacks of the noisy and inconsistent labeling from the unary potential alone. In FPCRF, the pairwise potential ψ p (x i , x j | I) is defined by the expression below,
, where w (m) are learnable parameters, and M is the number of kernels, which is determined by the selected kernels. The terms f i and f j are feature vectors for pixels i and j and may depend on the input image I. The function µ(x i , x j ) is the compatibility transformation and captures the compatibility between labels x i and x j .
However, FullCRF and ConvCRF only use shallow features -the color and position of the pixel for kernels in pairwise potential term, which have not fully harnessed the complete features extracted from CNN. In this regard, we propose FPCRF as a graph model to be exploited in the building footprint generation framework. Inspired by the fact that ConvCRF is based on localized processing, we design a pairwise potential term with localized constraints in FPCRF that allows complete feature learning. The kernel utilized for pairwise potential in FPCRF is a Gaussian kernel, which is defined by the feature vectors f 1 , ... , f B , where B is the number of feature vector types. The kernel k (m) is defined as:
, where θ b is a learnable parameter. The labeling of the random field is derived by the maximum a posteriori (MAP) method,
The most probable label x can be yielded by the minimization of the Gibbs energy in FPCRF. However, the exact minimization is intractable. In this regard, the mean field inference is utilized for the approximation of FPCRF distribution. A distribution Q(X) that tries to minimize the KL-divergence D(Q||P ) from exact distribution P (X) is computed by the mean field approximation,
, where the approximated distribution Q(X) can be represented as a product of independent marginal distributions,
The combined message passing result Q of all kernels is expressed as:
The steps of the mean field algorithms are presented in Table  I .
The steps of the mean field inference algorithm of FPCRF are reformulated as a network layer, where the error differentials in each layer with respect to its inputs are sent to previous layers by back propagation during training [44] . FPCRF exploits a 1 × 1 filter to assign the different penalties for all different pairs of labels.
To implement the efficient computation of the convolution, the input is firstly tiled into the specific shapes, which are related to the filter size r. An efficient message passing operation in FPCRF can be implemented analogously to 2D-convolution [46] . Then, the message passing step is reformulated to be a convolution with a truncated Gaussian kernel.
IV. EXPERIMENTS A. Study Area and Dataset
In this research, the study sites cover four cities (see Fig.  4 ): (1) Munich, Germany; (2) Rome, Italy; (3) Paris, France; (4) Zurich, Switzerland. We use Planetscope satellite imagery [55] with three bands -Red, Green, Blue (RGB) -and 3 m spatial resolution to validate our proposed method. The imagery is processed using a 256 × 256 sliding window. The corresponding building footprint (stored as polygon shape files) is downloaded from OSM, where the detailed building footprints around these four cities are publicly released. Some patches are mismatched, which result from the time difference between OSM building footprints and satellite imagery. For example, a building might appear in the OSM building footprint, while it is missing in the corresponding satellite imagery, or vice versa. To limit such patches, we have manually selected 3000 pairs of proper patches. The selected pairs are then separated into two parts, where 80% of the sample patches are used for training the network and 20% are used for model validation.
B. Experiment Setup
In this research, all networks were investigated within a Pytorch framework on an NVIDIA Titan X GPU with 12 GB of memory [56] . For all networks, a stochastic gradient descent (SGD) optimizer with a learning rate of 0.0001 was utilized and negative log likelihood loss (NLLLoss) was taken as loss function. The batch size of all networks was 4.
In our proposed end-to-end approach, CNN and FPCRF are two vital parts in the framework, where the CNN component acts as a feature extractor, and the FPCRF models their pixel correlations by using pairwise potential. Hence, we first investigate which CNN model has better feature extraction capability. Then, the feature kernels that are taken in pairwise potential calculation of FPCRF are also carefully studied to find the optimal feature embedding. Moreover, the sensitivity of the filter size r, being the only hyperparameter of FPCRF, is analyzed. Additionally, to prove the superiority of our proposed framework, we train the following networks for comparison: 1) FCN-8s is based on VGG16 as the encoder and an upsampling layer and convolutional layer as the decoder.
2) ResNet-DUC, which has [3, 4, 6, 3, 3, 6, 4, 3] convolutional layers in each ResNet block.
3) SegNet, which attaches a reversed VGG16 as a decoder to the encoder. 4) U-Net, which has a depth of five with a feature channel in each depth [64, 128, 256, 512, 1024] . 5) ENet, which consists of five stages, where the first three stages act as the encoder, while the last two stages belong to the decoder. 6) cwGAN-gp which also has five depth U-Net in the generator. 7) FC-DenseNet, with each dense block having [5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5] convolutional layers. 8) PSPNet starts off with a standard feature extraction network (ResNet101). 9) DeepLabv3+ utilizes the Xception model [57] as the feature extractor.
V. RESULTS
The three metrics in the following experiments selected to evaluate the results are overall accuracy, F1 score, and intersection over union (IoU), which are used widely to evaluate building footprint generation results. , where T P is the number of building pixels correctly detected, and F N denotes the missed building pixels. F P and T N are the numbers of non-building pixels in the ground reference, but detected as buildings and non-buildings in the result, respectively. The F1 score indicates a balance between precision and recall.
A. Feature Extractor Combined with FPCRF Fig. 5 and Table II list the results of the different CNN models combined with FPCRF. The results of FC-DenseNet combined with FPCRF are more accurate than other two CNN models combined with FPCRF. This is due to the superiority of FC-DenseNet, which extends the DenseNet architecture to FCN for semantic segmentation. In the DenseNet block, through feature reuse, there are shorter connections within the layers close to the input or output, which strengthen the learning of the discriminated features. Moreover, features are combined by iterative concatenation, which contributes to the improved flow of information. In addition, a standard skip connection between the encoder and decoder is used to pass higher resolution information, which can help the encoder recover spatially detailed information from the decoder. 
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B. Kernel Selection in FPCRF
FullCRF and ConvCRF only utilize the pairwise potentials from shallow features, which include only appearance and smooth Gaussian kernels. In the implementation of ConvCRF, the unary potential is obtained from CNN, and only the smooth kernel and appearance kernel are utilized for the calculation of the pairwise potential term. FPCRF is able to reduce the complexity of the pairwise potential greatly, which makes the exact message passing and complete feature learning possible. In this regard, we can use the features extracted from CNN models to calculate pairwise potentials, which may facilitate training. The results for the FC-DenseNet combined with FPCRF from the different kernels k (m) (f i , f j ) are presented in Table III and Fig. 6 . The appearance kernel (a) and the smooth kernel (s) are the same as FullCRF and ConvCRF. The feature difference kernel (fd) represents the CNN extracted feature difference calculated with a Gaussian function, and the feature spatial kernel (fs) is the feature difference combined with position difference calculated with a Gaussian function. In the feature cosine kernel (fc), the cosine distance between feature vectors is implemented as pairwise potential [58] . The detailed formulas of the different kernels are listed in the below:
(1) appearance kernel (a):
, where f p is the feature of position, f I is the feature of color, θ α and θ β are learnable parameters.
(2) smooth kernel (s):
, where θ γ is a learnable parameter.
(3) feature difference kernel (fd):
, where f f is the feature extracted from CNN and θ δ is a learnable parameter. (4) feature spatial kernel (fs):
, where θ ζ and θ η are learnable parameters. (5) feature cosine kernel (fc):
FC-DenseNet + FPCRF (a+s) is corresponding to the Con-vCRF , which means that unary potential is the segmentation probability obtained from FC-DenseNet, but for the calculation of the pairwise potential term only the smooth kernel and appearance kernel are utilized. It should be noted that in our proposed method FC-DenseNet + FPCRF (fd), FC-DenseNet not only provide the segmentation probability as unary potential, but also extracts features for the calculation of the pairwise potential term. FC-DenseNet combined with FPCRF using the feature difference kernel (fd) outperforms other kernels in terms of their high F1 score and IoU. There are several reasons for this. The smooth kernel (s), which removes small isolated regions, is not useful in our case. Since the spatial resolution of satellite imagery is coarse, we can preserve isolated small buildings by removing smooth kernel. The feature spatial kernel (fs) controls the degree of nearness that neighboring pixels having similar features may belong to the same class. However, since we have already used filter size to add a locality by filter size, we want the pixels within the filter to contribute equally to the centered pixel. In addition, the appearance kernel (a) has not shown any improvements to the results. This may result from the fact that the RGB information in the appearance kernel (a) is not sufficient to distinguish the buildings from other non-building areas (sometimes roads and buildings have similar RGB information). The feature cosine kernel (fc) shows very low accuracy, which can be explained by the fact that a Gaussian function in feature difference (fd) can remove the noise, but cosine distance can be largely affected by the noise. In this case, when the cosine distance between feature vectors is implemented as a pairwise potential, the final results will suffer from great instability. 
C. Hyperparameter Analysis in FPCRF
The hyperparameter filter size r in FPCRF implies that the pairwise potential is zero when the Manhattan distance between the pairs of pixels exceeds r. In order to better understand the influence of the various filter sizes r for building footprint generation, the visual results of FC-DenseNet combined with FPCRF within different filter size r, as well as their accuracy indexes, are shown and compared in Fig.  7 and Table IV . From the visual results, we can observe that when the filter size is not optimal, there are more non-building areas wrongly detected as building areas, and some small buildings are not detected. This can be explained by the fact that filter size is related to the quantity of the most useful neighboring pixels, which contributes to the improvement of the segmentation results. 
VI. DISCUSSION
A. Additional Datasets
Another three datasets, ISPRS benchmark data, Dstl Kaggle dataset, and Inria Aerial Image Labeling data are used to test the performance and characteristics of the different networks for building footprint generation.
The first dataset is ISPRS benchmark data [59] , shown in Fig. 8 . The dataset covers the city of Potsdam, which contains 38 aerial images with pixel size 6000×6000 and four channels: Red, Green, Blue (RGB) and Near-infrared bands with 5 cm spatial resolution. The corresponding ground truth is also available from the ISPRS benchmark data, which includes six categories. In this research, we take the building class as building and other five classes as non-building; traditional natural color aerial imagery are utilized. The images 7-07, 7-08, 7-09, 7-10, 7-11, 7-12, and 7-13 are used as the validation set, and the remaining images are exploited for training.
Dstl Kaggle dataset [60] is the second dataset, which provides 57 satellite images with a region of 1km × 1km in both 3-band RGB and 16-band multi-spectral formats. Here, we use 3-band images with the spatial resolution 1.24 m. In this dataset, 10 different classes have been labeled within some images. In this research, the pixels of building are from building class, and those of non-building are the remaining pixels. Ten satellite images with pixel size 3348 × 3348, which has corresponding building class in the ground truth, are exploited for this experiment, which includes eight images with ID (6100-2-3, 6100-1-2, 6100-3-1, 6110-4-0, 6120-2-0, 6120-2-2, 6140-1-2, 6140-3-1) for training, and two images with ID (6100-1-3, 6100-2-2) for validation. Fig. 9 illustrates one satellite imagery sample.
The third dataset is Inria Aerial Image Labeling data [61] . This dataset contains 360 aerial images of size 5000 × 5000 (at a 30cm spatial resolution), which have three bands: Red, Green, and Blue. In this research, 36 tiles of aerial imagery and their corresponding ground truth (building and non-building) are selected for each of the following five regions: Austin, Chicago, Kitsap County, Western Tyrol and Vienna, where dissimilar urban settlements are covered. The sample data are showed in Fig. 10 . To split the training set and test set, we used the first eight images of every city for validation.
In order to get more training data, satellite imagery and their corresponding ground truth from Dstl Kaggle dataset are cut into small patches of size 256 × 256 pixels with overlap of 64. However, since the numbers of samples from ISPRS benchmark data and Inria Aerial Image Labeling data are enough for network training, aerial imagery and their corresponding ground truth from both datatsets are cut into non-overlapping patches with size 256 × 256 pixels. The numbers of training and validation patches for the additional three datasets are listed in Table V . 
B. Comparison with Other Models
In this research, several popular semantic segmentation neural networks from four different datasets were also investigated for comparisons of the proposed method. Their performance in building footprint generation, such as accuracy indexes are presented in Tables VI, VII, VIII, and IX. Moreover, the visual results of different networks are also illustrated in Figs 11, 12, 13, and 14. The training and inference time costs of the different methods from Planetscope datatset are listed in the Fig. 15 , where the training time measures the whole training patches for 100 epochs, and inference time refers to the time cost for each patch.
DeepLabv3+ and PSPNet, which are the state-of-art networks for semantic segmentation tasks in computer vision, achieved satisfactory accuracy. These two networks are multiscale processing techniques, which not only allow the refinement of details, but also retain high-level semantic information. They can also take global structure into consideration when making local predictions. ENet is highly superior with respect to both training time and inference time, due to its specific architectures. First, the decoder uses max-pooling indices to produce sparse upsampled maps, which can reduce training time requirements. The input size can also be reduced heavily by the first two blocks, which adopt only a small number of features. Moreover, in the first stage, a max-pooling operation is performed in parallel with a strided convolution, and the resulting feature maps are concatenated, which speeds up inference process of the initial block. Compared to other CNN models, cwGAN-gp, which is a newly proposed network, also The architectures of the network, such as the feature extractor, decoder, and skip connection, have different significance when applied with satellite imagery of diverse spatial resolution. On one hand, for the higher spatial resolution satellite imagery (ISPRS dataset), the feature extractor is rather important. For instance, the accuracy indexes of PSPNet are much higher than those of DeepLabv3+, which means that the ResNet101 in PSPNet has a better feature extraction capability than the Xception in DeepLabv3+. On the other hand, the decoder plays an important role in other datasets, including lower spatial resolution satellite imagery. DeepLabv3+ achieves much better results than PSPNet when applied in lower spatial resolution satellite imagery (Planetscope dataset, Dstl dataset, and Inria dataset), This is owing to the decoder module on top of the encoder output in DeepLabv3+, which contributes to sharper segmentation results. The skip connection in the networks (e.g., U-Net) is also vital to lower spatial resolution satellite imagery, as it is able to concatenate feature maps from both low-level and high-level layers. Hence, it can create a more efficient path for information propagation. However, it consumes more training and inference time, due to the fact that the feature maps from the encoder are transferred and concatenated to the decoder.
However, there are still some problems with CNN-based results such as weak boundaries and coarse pixel-level prediction. Therefore, graph models can be implemented to overcome the drawbacks of exploiting CNN for building footprint generation. CRF is a popular graph model with widespread success in solving semantic segmentation problems. The CRF inference can be used as a post-processing step, which is not integrated with the training of the CNN. However, in this case, the strength of CRF can not be fully harnessed. Therefore, we adopt an end-to-end deep learning network to produce sharp boundaries and fine-grained segmentation. FullCRF and FPCRF are combined with CNN models in one unified framework. When connected with CRF-based graph models, the results can be improved as wrongly detected nonbuilding pixels are removed. FC-DenseNet combined with FPCRF has achieved higher IoU and F1 scores than that combined with FullCRF, and can also better preserve the details and sharper boundaries. Moreover, FPCRF can substantially reduce the time needed for the training and inference stages. This superiority can be attributed to two reasons. First, FPCRF uses exact message passing, which avoids the approximation errors resulted from the permutohedral lattice approximation [62] in FullCRF. Second, localized processing in FPCRF can implement the feature learning more efficiently. 
VII. CONCLUSION
Considering that there are weak boundary and coarse pixellevel label predictions in CNN-based results, we have proposed an end-to-end building footprint generation framework integrating CNN and a graph model in this research. Moreover, a number of the state-of-the-art CNN models for semantic Inria Aerial Image Labeling data. The experimental results show that building footprint generation based on CNN-graph model-based methods can obtain more accurate results than CNN-based methods alone. Furthermore, FPCRF as the graph model in our proposed framework is effective in producing sharp boundaries and fine-grained segmentation results. On one hand, the completeness of the buildings can be preserved. On the other hand, some non-buildings, which are wrongly detected as buildings by CNN models, can be removed by graph models. Thus, we believe the proposed CNN-graph model method will be of practical value for the monitoring of fast-growing urban areas. In the future, we plan to extend our work to instance segmentation. More types of graph models will also be investigated. 
